One of the important applications of Minkowski's Lemma on linear forms is the proof of the fact that the discriminant d of every algebraic number field of degree n ^ 2 is divisible by at least one prime number.
A beautiful identity of C. L. Siegel gave this result immediately for totally real fields.2 In Siegel's paper he notes that analogous developments are valid for the general case. In this paper we shall obtain a generalization of Siegel's identity which yields the Theorem.
The absolute value of the discriminant d of an arbitrary algebraic number field K of degree n ^ 2 is always greater than (ir/3)2ra (M=fi-f-2r2).
Let K be an arbitrary algebraic number field of degree n = l. Its discriminant, d, is a rational integer, \d\ -1. Un =ri+2r2, we denote the n conjugates of any number /tG-K by /*(1), m<2)» • ' • i M(n) where /t(1), /i(2>, • • • , /J(n) are always real and /t(ri+,,) is the complex conjugate of fj.(ri+ri+"\ v = l, 2, • • • , r2. If coi, w2, • ■ ■ , w" form a basis for K, then the reciprocal matrix of (cojj" ) (k = l, 2, • ■ ■ , n;
1=1, 2, • • • , n), we shall designate by (Qj?). It is known that fli, Q2, • • • , QB is then a basis for the fractional ideal 1/bC-K-The integral ideal b is called the different or Fundamental Ideal and has norm equal to the absolute value of the discriminant d of K. In all that follows, whenever we encounter a product Jjj, or a sum X)i. we understand the quantities A, u, £, n, 8, x, y, z to have superscripts A(i), m<!>, £<l>. V(l), 9(l), *<0, J{1\ z(0-Our theorem about the discriminant, d, now follows from the identity . /irY2 ^ ^V/sinirXX2 ri+? . ,
(1) \d^\ =(-) +(2t)^ e' n(--)• iig(2t|a|),
where A runs through all the elements of the ideal l/b except 0, and 
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It will be shown that G(2x|X|) >0 for all X.
When »=ri+2r2, r2?^0, d is obviously greater than 1. If r2 = 0, then (1) becomes Siegel's formula
If » = 1, this merely says that d = l, but if w>l, then there exists XGl/b not a rational integer and the sum in (la) is not equal to 0.
The result follows.
It may be remarked that the fact that the right-hand side of (la) converges is rather remarkable. In most fields £(i/b)|xll"-i (l/71"^)2 diverges, since there are in general infinitely many units in an algebraic number field. The convergence of this sum and the others appearing in (1) and (2) will be shown in the course of the paper.
(1) is a specialization of the identity The case when 0(O -X(0=0 is considered separately below and in this case a different expression must be taken for the Cx in (7).
An interesting result is then obtained by setting K = R(1); n = l; a = (l); 0(1)=O; and restricting x so that 0<x^A7a = l. (This result follows easily from (9) below.)
The equation (3) is equivalent to the well known Fourier expansion for the (&-r-l)st Bernoulli Polynomial '
A 2 sin 2wlx
where (x+B)k+l is interpreted symbolically.
The identity (1) may be obtained in either of two ways. One is a direct analogue of C. L. Siegel's method for totally real fields. This does not give the more general identity (2) but upon specialization does yield (1), and consequently, the result about the discriminant.
The other method which follows yields (2) directly.
We derive (2) 
1=1
If we now write C\ for C3l...9", (4) becomes
• exp (2vi(ji + |)0 -27riX?) *i*2 • • • dtn.
Although we use the notation C\ and sum over all the elements of the ideal 1/ab, the sum is always meant to be taken with respect to qi, • • ■ , q" in the manner previously indicated. We shall be able to remove this restriction on the method of summation at the end of the argument.
Since (l/b)|/iX, E"-i /*A is a rational integer. Therefore if we replace exp (27riEr=i A£) by exp (27riE"-i A(/*+£)) above, the value of the expression is unchanged. We now make a change of variables, remembering that because of the numbering of the conjugates of elements of K we may set *<" = y(l\ 1=1,2, ■■■ , n; " Na | J1'21 ii *+l jiii (2* + 1)(2* + 2) '
Therefore if we understand the above value for C\ when 0-X = 0, (8)
